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The 3 Things Marketers and 
Brands Get Wrong About 
Instagram Chatbots

1. "My customers should only hear from me or my 
team and not some robot"

2. "Chatbots are only good for responding to FAQ - 
it’s not a ‘must-have’ for our clients" 

3. “Instagram DM chatbots - like the spammy 
Comments and Likes bots that get your account 
banned?”
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$30 MILLION+
Client Revenue Generated

10,000+
Marketers & Teams Trained

20 MILLION+
Messages Sent on Messenger
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We’ve Built Chatbot Marketing Systems For 150+ Clients, Including:

We’ve Trained 10,000+ Marketers & Brands Like:



The Strategy I’m Going To 
Share With You Today Has 
Generated Results Like…
● 31% Boost in Sales from Instagram within 30 days

● 60% Avg Conversion Rate From Conversation To Offer

● 522% Increase In Leads Generated per Instagram 
story/post with Automation, versus swipe-up stories or 
“link in bio” CTAs

● 23% Follower Growth  within 30 days

● 95% Reduction in Support Response Time



Or like these results from 
marketers we’ve trained…
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The BIG 3 Reasons For You To 
Create An Instagram Chatbot

1. Convert more followers into buyers (literally the 
moment you implement this)

2. Save your team a ton of time & resources. 80% of 
your DMs can be fully automated. You can even 
reach 95% with the help of AI.

3. Grow deeper relationships with your followers 
than was possible before at scale.
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Instagram Story Examples



Instagram DM Chatbot In Action
(Share video if possible)



Instagram Feed Ad Format
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What’s a chatbot?

One to one messaging at 
scale, powered by AI.
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Direct messaging is the 
most intimate form of 

online communication, 
second to video chat.



Why did Facebook (Meta) 
open up Instagram for 
automated messaging?
They’ve discovered better business results can be 
generated in messaging environments versus 
traditional (landing pages, emails, etc.)
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Meta understands 
consumer behavior more 
than almost any 
company. 

And they’re seeing 
messaging at the 
forefront.



Most Popular Social Networks & 
Messaging Apps by Monthly Active Users

Billions. Source: Statista, January 2021

● Within the same 
ecosystem

● Capable of messaging 
automation at scale



What Messaging Automation Looks Like
On Each One



400 Million+
Messages are sent 

between people and 
businesses every day

Source: Instagram, 2021



81% of people 
use Instagram to research 

products and services
Source: Instagram, 2021



50%
of people have visited a site to 

make a purchase after seeing a 
product on Instagram

  Source: Instagram, 2021
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Timeline:
2020 - June 2021 Available to 100~ IG accounts 

in private beta

June 2021 Available to accounts with 
10k-100k followers

July 2021 Available to accounts with 
1k-100k followers

August 2021 Available to all business accounts

November 2021 Available to creator accounts with less than 
500k followers



How Businesses Answered Messages 
Before IG DM Automation

User DMs business

If business team is online, 
they manually answer and 
spend several minutes on 
each conversation (even if 

most people need the same 
info)

If business team is not 
online, user waits a few 
minutes to a few days 
(sometimes weeks!)

Team works in shifts 
or 1 person struggles 

to do it all



Biggest Problems With 
Generating Revenue on IG
(As it relates to DM’s)

1. Confusing CTAs or No CTAs (especially on 
profiles / posts) -> Lead to DM’s

2. Impossible to answer every DM immediately 
manually

3. Difficult to follow up with leads effectively at 
scale manually
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Here’s how to solve them...
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After Instagram DM Automation
Generating a Lead or Revenue

A lot of people do this or think it should go like this...

A lead DMs business 
for a specific offer

Chatbot sends the lead 
the link to the offer

Conversation Ends 
for a few mins

Lead asks a question

Lead has to wait mins, 
days, weeks, etc.

Human support 
member responds

Lead has moved 
on to a competitor 

Lead buys, but it’s 
hard to track

No follow-up based 
on what the user 
has said or does 

from here



After Instagram DM Automation
Generating a Lead or Revenue

Lead DMs business 
for a specific offer

Chatbot responds and asks the lead to 
confirm their interest in getting the offer

Get the offer now

We’ve seen this convert leads to the 
free/low ticket offer by up to 50% 

compared to previous slide method

Actually not 
interested

Get the lead’s email 
+ deliver the offer

Share more info about the 
features/benefits, social 

proof, or credentials

Opportunity to offer 
them something else! 

(another offer, ask them what they’re interested 
in from what you offer, just get their email)

Learn more first
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After Instagram DM Automation
Sales and/or Support

User DMs business

User triggers an 
automated response 

like “when will you 
restock __?”

Automated response 
is sent

If the bot can help with a 
process like lead capture, 

sales, a refund, return, 
onboarding, etc. - it will walk 

through the steps

Did we answer your 
question?

Aiming for 10% of traffic

Aiming for 90% of traffic

Share a related offer with 
the user, or end the 
conversation here

Yes

Live Chat System

No



Action Items
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Here’s What You Can Accomplish 
In Just 5 Days



#1
● Create an account on a tool like 

ManyChat.com and connect your Instagram.

● Your Instagram account must be a Business 
account or Creator account with less than 
500k followers .

● ManyChat is the tool that allows us to get the 
best marketing results and generate the most 
revenue. All other tools we’ve explored have 
ceilings with tracking + optimization + scaling 
+ personalization.

● 0 coding required!
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#2

● Instagram DM Fundamentals System
If time, let’s walk through this

● Give this system to your marketing manager, 
funnels person, social media manager, VA, etc.

● Download it here: 

https://live.schoolofbots.co/wr-1 
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#3
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